1) What is bone? Name and provide examples of four functions of the skeletal system.

2) What are the differences between the diaphysis and the epiphyses of long bones?

3) Construct a table in which you describe each of the following: (You should describe each in full and give examples)
   a. Long Bones
   b. Short Bones
   c. Flat Bones
   d. Irregular Bones
ACTIVITY 2F: BONE PERSPECTIVES
BONE CLASSIFICATION

On the skeleton below, classify the bones of the body using a color-coding system. Complete the color key by assigning a color to represent the long bones, another color to represent the short bones, one for the flat bones and one for the irregular bones. Use the key to color the skeleton.

Bone Classification Color Key
□ = Long Bones □ = Short Bones □ = Flat Bones □ = Irregular Bones